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PROLOGUE

Dead man’s float. It was the oldest trick in the book, but would do well
enough for a small steamship like this one. Lying face-down in the
water meant hearing any goings on above would be difficult, but Verse
didn’t exactly need to hear. He wasn’t the initiator—he was bait.

He could see the light of lanterns penetrating the water’s surface. The
light of the moons filtered in as well, dimmer, less golden. He could
hear and feel the vibration of the ship’s engine, and the turning of its
wheels in the water.

He wasn’t sure yet what they were hauling, but there was only a
narrow patch of sea that wasn’t dead this far south, so it was probably
expensive. Whoever it was hadn’t had enough money to pay for
protection; escorts were charging a hefty sum around Basker these days.
Getting stranded in dead water meant getting swallowed by a monster
if you were lucky, starvation if you weren’t. Coal only lasted so long; a
steamship that ran out would be a goner in dead waters. After all, the
Sea Death brought monsters and much worse.

Verse knew that the options for him and Xan were just as slim. A few
more months and they’d be stranded, dead, or broke. They’d overstayed
their welcome. Their base of operations—known simply as Home to
them both—was set to be swallowed up by dead sea any day now.

There it was: the sound of a rescue lifeboat being lowered into the
water. Someone had come to check on him. He’d only have to hold his
breath another minute or so, and the game would be on. He could feel
the canoe he’d been on a few minutes prior bump into his tail, but he
didn’t dare move that appendage, or else it would be clear he was



conscious.
He could hear muffled voices as the lifeboat paddled closer. He felt a

pang of guilt for a few moments. These people were obviously
concerned about a body in the water and an abandoned boat, and he
was going to leave them in a very similar situation, but that was just the
job. If he didn’t slip up, he and Xan would have a decent haul this time.
The haul drowned the guilt often, and if not, alcohol could.

An oar poked him in the back of the head. He had to force himself
not to move. Another poke, then a muffled voice.

“This one’s dead,” said a gruff-voiced man.
“What’s on his boat here?” a second man asked.
The lifeboat rowed closer to Verse’s canoe. This was good, because

Verse couldn’t hold his breath for much longer. It had already been a
little too long at this point, though he’d never have been able to keep
from wiggling or blinking if he’d been lying on his back for this little
charade.

He could tell they were no longer looking at him. Very, very carefully,
he drew his revolver from the holster on his back, making sure to keep
it above water.

As soon as he felt the lifeboat pull up next to the canoe, he rolled
himself over, doing his best not to splash, and took a long, silent gasp of
sweet, delicious air. He could see two men climbing from their lifeboat
into the canoe. One was human, the other a half-beast of some sort.
Verse couldn’t tell what type; he just saw a tail.

“What do you think they were doin’ out here in the middle of the
ocean?” the half-beast asked in his gruff voice.

“Probably got caught in dead sea and tried to row away. Starved to
death or somethin’…” said the human.

By this time, Verse had taken aim, and had looped himself up over
the edge of the canoe.

“Actually, I’m robbin’ you fuckin’ bloind,” he growled, his ears lying
back a bit, tail stiffly wagging under the water. This was the best part.
Sometimes.

“The hell?” the human demanded, falling over and taking the half-
beast with him. Verse could see them both clearly in the moonlight
now, thanks to his vulpine eyes. Just a couple of sailors. The human was



old with thin hair and stubble, looked like he’d been at sea a while. The
half-beast was dog-kin, with heavy jowls and a pot belly. The human
one had a rifle, and the dog-kin held a sword. This would be a pretty
routine night, Verse could tell.

Clearing his throat, and trying not to breathe too hard, Verse spoke
again as the two stared at him. “Neither of you moves, n’ no one ge’s
plugged.” It was at times like this that he most regretted being unable
to suppress his accent.

There it was again: that nagging feeling of guilt. Verse bottled it.
“What the hell are you trying to pull?” the half-beast demanded. “Put

that thing down, and we’ll only kick half your ass.”
“Shu’ your mouth, or I’ll kick both ‘alves of yours!” Verse hissed. He

tried to not let his voice squeak. Fox-kin could do that when angry, and
he couldn’t afford that just now. “With uh… With a bullet.”

He waited. Any second now, the steamship’s bell would be ringing, a
sign that Xan had done his part, now that Verse had the night crew off
the deck. Any second now.

Verse curled his lip slightly, eyeing the two sailors. Maybe if he
narrowed his eyes enough, he’d look frightening enough that they’d
shut up and leave him alone long enough for Xan to get done on deck.
That was, if Xan had even made it that far.

“Gonna just point that thing at us?” the human asked. Verse could tell
that one was going to be trouble; he didn’t seem too intimidated by the
gun. Verse narrowed his eyes a little bit more, his hackles rising, and let
out a soft growl. Surely, that would drive his point home.

“Don’ annoy me,” Verse threatened.
“How old are you, kid?” the half-beast asked. “Why are you squinting

like that, anyway?”
“Shut up!” Verse seethed. “I’m the one with the gun.”
Only then did Verse remember the old man had a rifle.
Shit.
“I’m the one with ‘is gun out.” That was a close one. “Unless you wan’

a fresh ‘ole in your face, close the one you’ve orredy go’, ‘til I say
otherwoise.”

If there was one thing Verse hated, it was not being taken seriously.
Some of the greatest pirates were fox-kin. Just because he happened to



be a little on the skinny side himself shouldn’t mean he couldn’t look
threatening.

“Do you think he even knows how to use that thing?” the human
sailor asked his cohort. The dog-kin shrugged.

Verse tightened his finger on the trigger just a little. “Wanna foind
ou’?” he threatened. This was going badly, and Xan still hadn’t rung the
bell yet.

“C’mon, put that thing down,” said the dog-kin. “You’re obviously not
going to use it.”

The sound of the bell ringing was so sudden, so loud, and so close,
that Verse inadvertently squeezed the trigger, letting loose a shot right
between the two sailors and piercing the hull of the canoe. Both sailors
cringed, and remained so, even after a moment.

“Okay, okay!” he heard one of them shout, although he wasn’t exactly
looking.

“I can too use this thing, you fuckin’ knobbly li’ul mong,” he growled.
“This thing’s for’y-foive caliber!” He wasn’t sure they heard him over
their shouting or the bell, though it didn’t matter.

Even as both sailors remained cringed, Verse began to realize the hole
in the canoe was forcing it to take on quite a bit of water. With Xan
ringing the bell, there wasn’t any time to fool around with these idiots
anymore, anyway.

“Hey, yo, fuckboy!” Xan called from above. Verse would know that
dialect anywhere, imitated though it was. “You done playin’ around
down there? We got work to do!”

Verse used his free arm to point his middle finger at the steamship,
which was now behind him, before lowering it to grab the box his
guitar was resting in, dragging it over the side of the canoe.

“Scared yet?” the fox demanded of the two sailors. The dog-kin was
hastily trying to plug the hole, while the human was lifting his rifle and
attempting to stand.

Verse didn’t have time to hear an answer. He took the box, holstered
the gun, and disappeared back under the surface as quickly as he could.
He swam down as far as he could, so as to not become a target for any
sharpshooters Xan may have missed, while remaining on his back so he
could look up and watch the hull of the small steamship pass overhead.



Popping up on the opposite side, he could see Xan had left the rope
tied to the ship’s railing for him this time. Last time he’d forgotten, and
they’d had to bail. With the guitar slung over his back and against his
bandoleer, Verse quickly scaled the rope, hoping that the burn of it
would stick to his pads, and not get his sensitive palms again.

By the time he was able to haul himself through the railing, the door
from below the deck of the small ship had swung open. He and Xan had
vastly miscalculated the number of crew on board, from the looks of
those stumbling out into the moonlight. Most of them were only half-
dressed, and only one or two had grabbed any sort of weapons. That
was a good sign.

Verse managed to draw his gun once more, panting heavily, and fell
in beside his shorter friend, shaking his hair out of his eyes.

As usual, Xan was standing up on top of something—a box this time
—to hide his height.

There were a few important things Verse had—sort of—learned about
Xan since they’d begun working together, which were detailed in his
native tongue—Kerlynzian—in the journal he’d left at their home:

* His accent is fake. Slips up often.
* Smarter than he looks.
* Smarter than me?
* Sensitive about his height (He’s tiny, really,)
* Probably lying about being from Brobragaria.
* Weird fashion sense.
* Mistaken for a ton of different stuff, but is actually a

rabbit-kin.

“Evenin’, kids! You’re bein’ robbed!” Verse said.
“Arrite, here’s the deal!” Xan shouted as a few members of the crew

tripped over each other. “I took out your captain, and the dudes y’all



had keepin’ watch ain’t doin’ that no more. You’ve been jacked. Two
options: jump your ass off into the water, or… Nah, let’s just go with
that first one.”

“Yeah!” Verse added, finally fishing a cigarette out of the drypack on
his belt, stuffing it between his teeth. “Or else!”

“Tryin’ a little hard there, Fishfox?” Xan asked out of the corner of his
lips as the pair watched the crew react. Some were holding their
weapons—Verse counted three spears, two rifles, a revolver, and a
cutlass among them—while a few were staring at Verse and Xan,
stunned. The rest were all shouting.

“Maybe if you di’un’ spend foive extra minutes dickin’ around up ‘ere,
I wouldn’t ‘ave to troy so ‘ard,” Verse growled back. “Wot’s your read on
these guys? Are they gonna rush us?”

“Most of ‘em are green. Those two that went after you were the only
ones I’s worried about really, and the captain’s already outta the
picture, so I’m pretty sure they’re all gonna learn to swim.”

After a few moments, the shouting died down. The crew members
already on their feet were beginning to scoot back toward the railing on
their side of the ship. Most of them looked very drunk, from what Verse
could tell.

“Who are you guys?” demanded one of the younger ones, even as she
too stepped back toward the railing.

“We’re the Cursed Poira’es!” Verse growled, almost feeling as
ferocious as he surely must have sounded by this point.

“I thought we agreed on ‘Verdant Wings’,” Xan muttered.
“Tha’ wos las’ week,” Verse grunted back. “Shu’ up and play along.

We’ve olmos’ go’ this.”
“The cursed what, now?” the young sailor shouted back.
“You ain’t gonna hear nothin’ else if you don’t go overboard!” Xan

threatened.
To cement Xan’s point, Verse fired a couple of warning shots. There

wasn’t any need to kill unless any of the crew got uppity, after all. This
was a good way to judge if that would be necessary. He still had three
shots left, anyway.

Despite being in control of the situation, his body almost felt light
from that old, familiar sense of fear that always crept up on him, just



like the guilt. So intense was this fear that his ears betrayed him until
the last moment. Something was behind him.

Something hit the fox-kin in the back of the head, hard enough to
make him stumble forward. In the confusion he heard Xan grunt, and
felt a rush of air on his whiskers, perhaps from the rabbit-kin whipping
about.

The fox lost hold of his gun and fell right on his face, tail hitting him
in the back. Instinctively he closed his legs together, and clamped them
down on an ankle. He wasn’t sure how any of the crew had gotten
behind them, but he quickly rolled, dragging his assailant down.

He couldn’t see how many of them there were, but by the time he’d
stood up, he’d taken a fist to the face. Despite stumbling, he was able to
redirect the next fist that came his way with a flick of his wrist, and
followed that up by returning a strike of his own. This sent the one who
had hit him falling back into the crowd.

Another rushed him, and then another. They were slower and
stupider than the first, fortunately for him It was easier to redirect their
momentum and to strike them where it hurt most. Lyrikos had taught
him well. His palm found home in the neck of one, and the solarplexis
of the other, before he stumbled a bit further back.

He could tell his lip was bleeding, and wiped at some of it with his
free hand, the other one quickly drawing his secondary gun. It was
small and not nearly as accurate, but it would serve his purposes just
fine.

He growled, hackles raised, tail bottle-brushed. “Nobody fuckin’
move! Let my friend g—”

Xan could be heard panting behind Verse. “I’m fine, man,” he said
breathlessly. “Okay, okay, nice. Now that we got that part outta the
way, ya’ll get on your lifeboats and fuck off.”

The fox peeked over his shoulder toward Xan. There was a hole in the
railing near him, where it could be presumed the rabbit had thrown
another sailor through the railing, given his proficiency at grappling.

Xan didn’t look at Verse, but instead took a few steps forward.
Amid more shouting, the remaining crew dove overboard one by one.
The rabbit-kin had passed Verse already, and as soon as the last sailor

was over the railing, he ran to draw the anchor up. “Go, go, go!” he



shouted toward Verse, pointing toward the open door. Verse knew
what to do from there.

Smoke was still coming from the ship’s stack, so that meant it
wouldn’t be a question of getting the engines started—which was good,
because Verse barely understood engines, let alone almost anything to
do with sailing, other than the fact that boats floated.

Making his way down the dark stairway through the door, he made a
bee-line toward the whish-whooshing of the engines. He knew what to
expect: a series of switches and levers, lots of gears, some fire, a lot of
heat, and not much else. Somehow, these things turned the wheels on
the boat, and that was what mattered.

Emerging into the lantern light, Verse looked around. The engine
crew was already gone. The various mechanisms were still moving,
hissing, and moaning like some great beast by the time he arrived. The
machine itself took up almost the entire room, save for a small spot in
front of some large gauges and switches which, from what Verse could
tell, were all in the proper positions. In this spot was a table, along with
two chairs, an abandoned card game, and of all things, an Elian Bible.
Those things popped up in the oddest places, but he’d been seeing
more of them in the past ten years or so.

The Way of Elia—Lessons from Our Goddess
1878 Edition

The fox flopped into one of the chairs, a hand on his forehead and the
book open before him. He knew that they were on their way now. He
wasn’t needed on deck, and his legs felt like they would give out
anyway. On the first page, just like in every single edition distributed
among beast-kin, was the same poem he’d seen a million times.

We have hands. They have paws.
We have nails. They have claws.
We are not them, they are not us.



To act as them would be unjust.
Our Goddess commands we walk and speak.
With our hands, we build and are unique.
We are all together.
One great race.
With Elia’s guidance, we live forever.
Upon this wonderful place.

No matter how many times he’d seen it, he’d never really liked it. He
didn’t particularly care how others chose to conduct themselves, but he
did care when such behaviors were forced down his throat.

He turned the page to get the poem out of his mind, when he heard
Xan from the doorway.

“Wonder what we’re haulin’?”
Verse shrugged. “We’re ‘aulin’ arse, ‘opefully.”
Xan snorted. “Yeah, I’ll drink to that. Once we’re sure we’re clear, we

should get some rest and figure if we’re takin’ this thing to port to sell
some stuff or-”

“We need to go back ‘ome, load everythin’ on a bigger ship and foind
somewhere else to be,” Verse said flatly. “The Sea Death is gonna drop
roigh’ on our ‘eads.”

Verse could tell Xan was rolling his eyes, even without looking. “Bro.
You know how the Sea Death works. First the waves and the winds
stop. That happened yet?”

“No.”
Xan continued. “The water turns glassy. That happened yet?”
“No.”
“Then come the monsters, and finally, it turns into a desert

wasteland. You see any sand?”
“I’d imagine we’ll both be seein’ plenty soon,” the fox muttered, but

Xan didn’t seem to hear him.
“Well, there ya go. Get some rest, Fish. See you in the mornin’.”



Our Goddess, Elia, pulled us forth from an age of darkness, lorded over by
demons, dragons, and monsters—a time of separate races, prejudice,
inequality, and great famine.

With Her angels, She restored order, and taught us all to love one
another.

She taught us that this love She gave us, alone, will ensure peace,
civility, and happiness.

Since Elia has freed us from the shackles that had once restrained us,
we have made many great strides. The loom to make our clothing, the
typewriter to record our thoughts, the train to connect us, the gun to
protect us, the factory to build our world. She too taught us not to exceed
this level of technology. When we grew too far from nature thousands of
years ago, She gave many of us the souls of animals, and transformed our
bodies.

Only those who did not stray remained human. This, along with the
creation of Her monsters, was our punishment, known as The Great
Collapse. Those of us descended from those cursed must do more to prove
our goodness, and worth.

Although She does not reach down from the skyring to us mere mortals
anymore, we know She is there for us. Even as our oceans turn to sand,
even as monsters once again roam our lands, and as demons pervert and
condemn the minds of the weak, our faith is in Her and Her strength, and
our faith in the gun, the sword, and ourselves.

In Her name, we shall punish the evil that comes forth onto this world,
which She carved out for us. For eighteen-hundred and seventy-six years,
this world has been ours. We will not bend to the will of the demons, nor
give in to the dark temptation of magic. We will remain pure. Proud. In
our hour of need, Elia will come to our aid through our hearts, through
our souls, and through

Verse just went ahead crossed the rest of the page out. The fox flipped
to the back of the book, so as to not have to cross the rest of the text
out.



Lyrikos made this amazing stew the other day! I’ve never
tasted anything like it!

Almost hit my goal of a ring on every finger. Time to move
onto more on the toes.

Other careers:
Dentistry,
Bard,
Train Conductor???
Being Dead

This weather Everything sucks

So, I guess this stupid bible or whatever is my new diary
until we get back to Home, since I left the other one
there. This has a bunch of blank pages, so they’re mine now.
Time to defile the hell out of this thing. I’ll start this
one the way I always do, in hopes that I may yet jog my
memory.
My name is Verse. I don’t know how old I am, or how long
I’ve been at sea. What I do know is where I was born, and
that I have spent what I assume is most of my life trying
to stay as far as humanly possible from that place.
It follows me around like a specter or an awful scent, as
do the holes in my memory.

I remember a few things:
Parents, parents names, home town, home prefecture, my best

friend’s face.
Parents leaving, home town falling apart, prefecture

becoming unimportant, best friend disappearing.
My old job.
Quitting my old job.



There is so much haze though. I’ve taken to writing these
diaries in hopes that I never am made to forget anything
again.
I just wish I knew how old I was.
Or what’s wrong with me.
Why I look like this or think the things I do.
Why I lose my mind sometimes, and why I like it.

I keep thinking if I write long enough, something will
come back. Xan and I have been working together for roughly
a year now. Before that, we sailed with Stella Astria
aboard the She-Wolf. That was…three years? Four
years Before that, I worked my old job. I was just a kid,
right? Fresh off the streets?
Somewhere amid all this is Lyrikos. I feel like she may

be the key to this, but I hope that isn’t the case.
By my best estimation I am twenty-two years old. These

are the things I know. With my luck, and with how things
have been going, I have a feeling things are going to get
worse before they get better.
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